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Abstract— In past few years, user review of any online 

product or service has been seen as important resource of 

customer opinion. Existing research has been focused used on 

extraction, classification and summarization of opinion from 

reviews in websites, forums and blogs. Now-a-days consumer 

can obtain information for products and accommodation from 

online review resources, which can avail them make decision. 

The social tools provided by the content sharing applications 

allow online user to interact, to express their opinions and to 

read opinions from other users. But the spammers provide 

comments which are written intentionally to mislead users by 

redirecting them to web sites to increase their rating and to 

promote products less known on the market. Reading spam 

comments is a bad experience and a waste of time for most of 

the online users but can also be harming and cause damage to 

the reader. Several researchers in this field focused on only 

fake comments. But, our goal is to detect fake comments 

which are likely to represent spam considering some 

indicators like a discontinuous own of text, inadequate and 

vulgar language or not related to the specific context will 

helps in giving correct feedback of various customers reviews 

about given product, Mainly we have observed that previous 

work is focused on extraction, classification and 

summarization of opinion and checking of spam and non-

spam. But, proposed system aims to evaluate genuine result 

of filter comments, so that business analyst can make the 

decision for their organization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the Internet contains an astronomical amount of 

text messages, and these messages need to be deeply analyzed 

and well estimated. Opinion mining now incipiently became 

one of the most heated areas in computer science. 

Concurrently, electronic commerce, additionally kenned as e-

commerce, is shooting up, which leads to an expeditious 

magnification in the amount of users comments. And, the 

user’s comments do influence other buyer’s final opinion. 

The process of opinion mining could be on the caliber of the 

texts, and the sentences as well.[1] Opinion mining and 

sentiment analysis involve opinion integration algorithm, 

connecting opinion analyzing algorithm, etc. This paper 

fixates on opinion integration algorithm, and actualizes a 

comment fake as well as spam detection system, predicated 

on evidence classifier. As it is verbally expressed afore, the 

development of the Internet promotes the development of 

economy and technology; online shopping is getting more 

and more popular. While making their final decisions, users 

incline to rely on the online comments. However, some 

information, which is posted intentionally, not according to 

the fact, is useless for users. So these comments should be 

regarded as spam. If they are not detected and expunged on 

time, they may waste the user’s precious time of making their 

decisions. A nice way to solve this problem is to establish an 

opinion [2] spam detection system. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Background 

The expansion in the information rates created on the 

computerized universe is raising exponentially. With a view 

in utilizing current tools and innovations to break down and 

store, a huge volume of information are not up to the stamp, 

since they cannot extricate required example informational 

collections. Consequently, we should plan a building stage 

for breaking down both remote data and real time data. At the 

point when a business endeavor can look out all the valuable 

data possible in the Big Data as opposed to its own data sets, 

all things considered, it has a persuasive advantage over the 

market contenders. Huge Data examination causes us to pick 

up understanding and settle on better choices. To help our 

inspirations, we have portrayed a few regions where Big Data 

can assume a critical part. 

In medicinal services situations, restorative experts 

accumulate gigantic volume of information about patients, 

therapeutic history, pharmaceuticals, and different points of 

interest.  The above-mentioned data are accumulated in drug-

manufacturing companies. The nature of these information is 

extremely complex, and sometimes the professionals cannot 

find an association with other data, which brings about 

missing of vital data. With a view in employing advance 

analytic techniques for organizing and extracting useful 

information from Big Data results in personalized 

medication, the advance Big Data analytic techniques give 

insight into hereditarily causes of the disease. 

In the Same way data is also generated for the 

reviews of the product across various services but sometimes 

we have to differentiate between fake reviews and Genuine 

Reviews for the input of our decision making process in 

Business. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our proposed system for analyzing real time as well as 

offline data for real-time applications using term Big Data we 

have divided real time Big Data processing architecture into 

three parts, i.e., 1) Data Acquisition Unit 2) Data Processing 

Unit and 3) Data Analysis and Decision Unit. In these three 

unit various algorithms or techniques will be implied on data 

for its analysis. The functionalities and working of three units 

is as explained and shown in diagram below: 
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Fig. 2.1: System Architecture Diagram 

A. Data Acquisition Unit 

The requirement for parallel processing of the enormous 

volume of information was required, which could proficiently 

analyze the Big Data. Hence, the proposed system is 

presented in the ongoing Big Data handling structure that 

accumulates the enormous volume of information from 

different accessible information gathering unit around the 

globe.[1] We assume that the information catching unit can 

adjust the incorrect information. For compelling information 

examination, the Base System pre-processes information 

under numerous circumstances to coordinate the information 

from various sources, which diminishes capacity cost, as well 

as enhances investigation accuracy. Some relational data pre-

processing techniques are data integration, data cleaning, and 

redundancy elimination. We isolated the information 

handling technique into two stages, for example, live Big 

Data processing and offline Big Data handling. On account 

of offline information handling, the Base System transmits 

the information to the data centre for storage. This 

information is then utilized for future investigations. 

However, in real-time data processing, the data are directly 

transmitted to the filtration and load balancer server, since 

storing of incoming real-time data degrades the performance 

of real-time processing.[5] 

1) Algorithm I. Filtration & Load Balancing Algorithm 

 Description: This algorithm takes live data and then 

filters and divides them into segments and performs load-

balancing algorithm. 

 Input: Live Data Feed process data set 

 Output: filtered data in fixed size block and send each 

block to processing Mechanism 

Steps: 

1) Filter related data i.e. Processed data. All other 

unnecessary data will be discarded. 

2) Divide the Data into Appropriate Key Value Pair. 

3) Transmit unprocessed data directly to aggregation step 

without processing. 

4) Assign and transmit each distinct data block of Processed 

data to various processing steps in Data Processing Unit. 

B. Data Processing Unit 

In data processing unit, has two fundamental functionalities 

filtration and load balancer. Filtration chiefly includes 

filtration of information and load adjusting of handling 

power. Filtration makes procedure of separating information 

which is helpful to us for examination and pieces other 

information.[3] It will without a doubt help to enhance 

execution of framework as we are just managing the valuable 

information. Load balancer is a piece of server it will give an 

arrangement of separating information into parts and appoint 

them to the different handling servers. The filtration and load-

adjusting calculation fluctuates from analysis to 

analysis.Each processing server has its own algorithm 

implementation for processing incoming segment of data 

from load balancer. Each processing server makes statistical 

calculations, any measurements, and performs other 

mathematical or logical tasks to generate intermediate results 

against each segment of data. These tasks are performed 

parallel and independently such that the performance of 

system is increased at an extent and result segments are 

generated in real time. The results generated by each server 

are then sent to the aggregation server for compilation, 

organization, and storing for further processing. 

1) Algorithm II. Processing & Calculation Algorithm 

 Input: Filtered Data 

 Output: Normalized Disrupted data for Fake Review 

Calculation. 

Steps: 

1) For each event data or for the Product data, Categorical 

Data like G for good, A for average is extracted. 

2) Normalize the disrupted data for all the live feed. 

3) Persist the data into data store and forward it. 

Description: The processing algorithm calculates 

results for different parameters against each incoming filtered 

data and sends them to the next level. 

In step 1, the calculation of Good and Average along 

with trend Furthermore, in the next step, the results are 

transmitted to the aggregation mechanism. 

C. Data Analysis & Decision 

This unit contains three major functionalities, such as 

aggregation and compilation server, results storage server, 

and decision making server [4]. When results are to be send 

to the compilation the data is not in aggregated form. So it is 

necessary to make the given data in aggregated form for 

proper storage and processing. In this unit many aggregation 

algorithms are implied so that organized results are stored 

into the storage. The aggregation server also sends the same 

copy of that result to the decision-making server to process 

that result for making decision. The aggregation server also 

sends the same copy of that result to the decision-making 

server to process that result for making decision.[6] 

1) Algorithm III. Multi Modal Summarization Algorithm for 

Multiple Fake Reviews 

 Input: Normalized Disrupted Data of all Fake Reviews. 

 Output: Final result summary 
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1) Gather the data from data store in normalized format. 

2) Apply Summarization for Individual modal pie from the 

total fake review data capture. 

3) Persist the final summary into data store. 

Description: here the data is collected and the results 

from each modal is processed against all and then combines, 

organizes, and stores these results in NoSQL database. 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

 It gives item makers data on their clients different 

preferences, and in addition the positive and negative 

remarks on their items at whatever point accessible, 

giving them better learning of their items.[7] 

 It likewise furnishes potential clients with valuable and 

reasonable data on the items as well as administrations to 

help in their buy basic leadership process. 

 It includes some inventive alterations to upgrade the 

proficiency and precision of the classifier. 

 It gives a precise credibility on the investigation of 

clients item audits. 

V. DISADVANTAGES 

Security Concerns 

Just managing a complex application such as Stock market 

can be challenging. A classic example can be seen in the 

security model, which is disabled by default due to sheer 

complexity. If whosever managing the platform lacks the 

knowhow to enable it, your data could be at huge risk. This 

technique is also missing encryption at the storage and 

network levels, which is a major selling point for government 

agencies and others that prefer to keep their data under wraps. 

A. Vulnerable By Nature 

Speaking of security, the very makeup of market makes 

running it a risky proposition. The framework is written 

almost entirely in programming, one of the most widely used 

yet controversial programming languages in existence. There 

has been heavily exploited by cybercriminals and as a result, 

implicated in numerous security breaches. For this reason, 

several experts have suggested dumping it in favour of safer, 

more efficient alternatives. 

B. Not Fit for Small Data 

While big data isn't exclusively made for big businesses, not 

all big data platforms are suited for small data needs. 

Unfortunately, Cloud happens to be one of them. Due to its 

high capacity design, lacks the ability to efficiently support 

the random reading of small les. As a result, it is not 

recommended for organizations with small quantities of data. 

VI. CASE STUDY 

In this paper we will have a look on the recent facebook’s 

CEO Mr Mark Zukerberg’s Congress testimony twitter 

reactions. The aim is to analyse the true sentiment of people 

on the event and removal of fake or exaggerated tweets.We 

achieve this by performing some set of actions: 

1) Step 1: Live Data Collection 

The live data is collected in this step form twitter and saved 

in NoSQL database Mongodb. The Twitter streaming api 

(tweepy) is used to do the task. 

2) Step 2: Filtration of Excessive Tweets 

The filtration of data is an important step and basis of our 

study. The aim is clustering of tweets on the basis of unique 

user i.e. if a user has done 20 tweets then all of the tweets will 

be bundled together under one name of the user. This will 

help in calculating average sentiment of the user. Hence, 

ruling out the possibility of fake and exaggerated reviews. 

The results are then stored back in Mongodb. 

3) Step 3:   Sentiment Calculation 

The stored tweets are the taken one by one and the sentiment 

is calculated. This sentiment is now the true average of the 

twitter reactions on the overall stand of facebook on this 

situation. 

 
Fig. 5.1: Flow Chart 

VII. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 After performing the above mentioned steps, below the 

actual graph of the case study is shown. 

 It shows the true sentiment of the tweets on the day of 

Testification was neutral. 

 
Fig. 7.1: Case Study Result 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have exhibited a Spam and additionally Fake 

survey identification framework. Our framework can 

distinguish any items or administrations or patterns highlights 

and conclusions that are connected either specifically or in a 

roundabout way. The removed component supposition 

combines alongside the source reports are demonstrated and 

unwavering quality score is produced. Right now. Taking 

care of casual writings that are exceptionally regular with 

survey records is likewise one of our future works. We can 

likewise manufacture a classifier which can process 

information like Multiple Language or Regional language. 
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